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HOLOCOM NETWORKS ANNOUNCES REDESIGN
OF PROTECTIVE DISTRIBUTION SYSTEM (PDS) COMPONENT
Customer Feedback Leads to Labor-saving Improvement
(Carlsbad, CA – September 27, 2007) Holocom Networks, a leading provider of
secure communications enclosures and raceway products, today announced its newest
product improvement for Secure PathWay™, a patented protective distribution system
(PDS) that provides physical security for SIPRNet, JWICS and all other classified
networks (C-LAN).
The product improvement consists of changing the square flange in the interface sleeve
(INF) to a round flange. The INF is used to transition the secure raceway to an
enclosure or a through-wall kit. The new round flange completely covers the
penetration hole and eliminates the need to align an additional part previously used for
ensuring aesthetics. By changing the design of this one component in the INF, there are
fewer parts and improved installation efficiency, all while maintaining the full security
of the PDS.
“The design change of the INF is a direct result of feedback from our network of
installers. Holocom is proud to foster an ethic of open communication that results in an
improvement such as this,” said John M. Burns, president and CEO of Holocom
Networks. “The system was originally designed from an installer’s perspective, and that
tradition carries forward with this change.”
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About Holocom Networks
Holocom Networks is the leading manufacturer of protective distribution systems (PDS)
for SIPRNet, JWICS and all classified networks. Holocom’s flagship product, the
patented Secure PathWay™, stands alone in providing a complete, end-to-end PDS
solution, including services tailored to meet individual customer requirements.
Headquartered in Carlsbad, CA, Holocom Networks secures mission-critical networks
for all branches of the military, numerous federal agencies and private facilities across
the globe.
Scripps Ventures, Inc., a California merchant bank, and Patriot Scientific Corporation
through a jointly owned company, Scripps Secured Data, Inc., purchased the assets of
Holocom Network, Inc. effective February 2, 2007.
For more information, visit www.holocomnetworks.com or call 888-HOLOCOM (4656266).

About Patriot Scientific Corporation
Patriot Scientific Corporation (OTCBB:PTSC) is a publicly held intellectual property–
licensing company that develops, markets, and enables innovative technologies to
address the demands in fast-growing markets such as wireless devices, smart cards,
home appliances and gateways, set-top boxes, entertainment technology, automotive
telematics, biomedical devices, and industrial controllers. Patriot Scientific is
headquartered in Carlsbad, CA.
For more information, visit www.ptsc.com.
Copies of Patriot Scientific press releases, current price quotes, stock charts and other
valuable information for investors may be found at www.hawkassociates.com. An
investment profile on Patriot Scientific may be found at
http://hawkassociates.com/ptscprofile.aspx. To receive free e-mail notification of future
releases for Patriot Scientific, sign up at http://www.hawkassociates.com/email.aspx.
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Safe Harbor Statement under the Private Securities Litigation Reform Act of 1995: Statements
in this news release looking forward in time involve risks and uncertainties, including the risks
associated with the effect of changing economic conditions, trends in the products markets,
variations in the company's cash flow, market acceptance risks, patent litigation, technical
development risks, seasonality and other risk factors detailed in the company's Securities and
Exchange Commission filings.
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